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ABSTRACT

If we choose a natural companian basis (naturliche begleitbasis) for (k-|-l)-ruled surface 
in the Euclidean space E”, then the metric coefficients are ~ 1 < V, (t < k.

The Ricci curvature tensor S for a manifold is defined by

S(X,Y) - L R (ep X, Y, e^.

n i.In this paper we show that the Ricci curvature tensor of a (k-pl) - ruled surface in E'

S =
v,pt=‘ ^i-ı ,] 0v 0 Ou.^ioR'^ov

ıs-

Here, -lOv} is the duaî hasis of the local cocrdinate hasis {evj-.

I. INTRODUCTION

(k+l)-dimensional ruled surfaces in E“ are studied by 11. Frank 
and O. Giering, [1], [2], Several properties of two-dimensional ruled 
surfaces are also given by C. Thas, [3], The purpose of this paper is to 
calculate the Ricci curvature tensor of the (k+l)-ruled surfaces in terms 
of metric coefficients gvıı’s and 6o,6ı,...,0]j 1-forms where {61} is the dual 
of the coordinate frame field {eo,e ı,...,en}.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

Let the orthonormal field system {eı(t),...,e]j(t))} defined at a point 
of the curve

: I -> En

7] : t 7) (t)

in E”, be given. Let us now define

M = U Eı,(t) 
tel 
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where Sp {e ı(t),...,ek(t))} = Ek(t). It is known that M is a suhmanifold 
of (k-|-l)-dimension in E".

k
<p (t,uı,...,Uk) = TiCt) + S Uvev(t)

v=l
(2.1)

is a parameterization for M. Ek(t) is called the generating space of M 
at the point 7)(t) and M is called a ruled surface [1]. The vector 
suhspace

Sp {eı(t),...,ek(t), eı(t),...,ek(t))}

is called the asymtotic hundle of M in Ek(t), and it is denoted hy A(t). 
We have

dimA(t) k+m. 0<m<k.

There exists an orthonormal hasis of A(t) which we denote as fonows

{cp Cj, ..., Ck, flk+p ...» ^k+m} •

We may also write

ev
k m

— ~l“ <rvt ak-p
|J.=1 1=11=1

(2.3)

Since <ev,
e]£(t)} of the space Ek(t) such that

k

^vn> = - av(z. We can find a hasis {e ı(t), ..

v=l
o^vj^ep, + z^ak+v (l<v<m), (xı> ... >Xnı>0)

and

ev
k
S 

v=ı
o^v[x ejj,. (m<v<k),

[1]. The hasis {ej(t),...,ek(t)} is said to he the natural companion hasis 
(natürliche Begleithasis) of Ek(t). Let P = cp(t,Uj,...,Uk) e M. The set

k
{t(t) + S UvCv, eı(t),...,ek(t)}

v=l

is a hasis of the tangent space at the point P. We can define any point
P of Ek(t) hy changing Uj, U2, ... Uk for a fixed value of t. The space

Sp {?], ej, 02, ..., Ck, ep Ck}
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inciudes the union of ali tlıe tangent spaces of E]£(t) at a point P. This
space is denoted by T(t) and called the tangential bundle of M in Eı<(t). 
It can be easily seen that

k-|-m dimT(t) k-)-m-)-l.

If dimT(t) k-|-m,

k m
t(t) = 2 ÇvCv + 2 Tj^at+ı .

V=1 t=l
(2.4)

Any base curve p(t) can be written in terms of z/t) as

k
p(t) = 7)(t) + S ujt) ev(t) 

v=l
(2.5)

Then we obtain

k
P(t) = t(t) + [ûv(t)ev(t) + Uv(t) ev(t)]. 

v=l

Using (2.4) we find

k m
p(t) = 2 (?v+ûv + s u^ajj,v)ev + S (xıU|,+7jt) 

v=l (J. 1=1

If the point p(t) satisfy

= 0, (1=1,...,m),

(2.6)

(2.7)

then the vector p(t) is in the space Ek(t). As it is known the coefficients 
are different from zero. Therefore, the scalars up Uj, Um

can be uniquely from the linear system (2.7). The k-m variables can be 
choosen arbitrarily. So the set of the points p(t) satisfying the system 
(2.7) for a fixed t, construct a (k-m)-dimensional vector subspace Kjj_m(t) 
of Eic(t).

If dimT(t) = k-|-m-l-l, then

m
'^(^-) ”1“ llıak+ı “1“ 'iQm+ıak+m+1.

ı
(2.8)

In tlıis case

k m
p(t) — L (ûv-|-2ajxvUv + ^v)ev + S (7]ı+>^ıUt)ak+ı+'iQm+ıak+nı+ı.

•j
(2.9)
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The (k-m)-dime3isional subspace Zij„nı(t) defined by the linear 
system

‘/-/U/ ■ = 0, (Z=l,...,m) (2.10)
is said to be the centraispace of M in Eij(t).

Theorem 2.1: Let the metric coefficients of the (k+l)-dimensional 
ruled surface in E“ be gyj^. Then

k k m
§00 — S av[iUv)2 -|~ S (7]ı.+XtUı)2 (TJk^ı)’

^<=1 v=l

k

t=l

gvo — + s
v=ı

(2.11)

gV[X ---  l,...,k)

[1].
Theorem 2.2: Let the dual of frame field (eo,e x,...,e]j} be (0o,Oı»...59jj} 

where {ex,e2,...,ek} is the natural companion hasis of Ek(t) and

eo = T*
3 \

—— I. Then, the first fundamental form of M is 
st 7 ,

k k
1 ~ gOO Oo ® 6o 4~ goo (0v®0oY0o 0Ov) 4“ 2 0V00V.

v=l v=l
(2.12)

3. RICCI CURVATURE TENSOR OF (K+I)-RULED SURFACE

The Ricci curvature of a manifold M is the tensor field S which is 
defined by

S(Xp,Yp) = S R (eip, Xp, Yp, e^p) (3.1)

[4], Since, 

R(eipj Xp, Yp, ejp) = R(eip,Xp)Yp, ejp (3.2)

then

S(Xp,Yp) = s

We have

R(eip,Xp) Yp, ®p

1

Il(ek>e[)ei — Y Rijjjjej.
j

(3.4)
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Theorem 3.1; The Ricci curvature tensor of (k | l)-Ruled surface is

S --- S [R°[xovgoo + (R’^lv~t"glo (R'’(Xİv4”R^jJ.Ov) ]
v,v=o i=l

(3.5)

Proof. Let X =
k
2 Y

v=o

k
Z yv€iv Since R is a tensor field 
v=o

we have

R(eı,X) Y= R(eı, S x^ev) ( S 7^.6^;.)
v=o (1=0

k
2 x^yvR(ei,ev)ep,.

By the equation (3.4), we find

R (eı, X) Y
k
S 

v,n,lı
Ch. (3.6)

k

k

k

k

From (3.2), we obtain

s (X., Y) = s 
i=o

Xvy!x R^jziveu, eı2 
v,[jl.,ll

2 xvy[x Ri>pv
v,!x

v,!J.

eh> eı

( S R’^p.iv
1,11

eji! eı^).

Since gıiı, using (2.11), we find

S (X, Y) 2 x.ı,yjj, ( S R'’[xiv gih)
V,(Z 1,11

v,!i.
Xp^y^ [ROj^ovgoo + B^[xiv + 2; gio (RUpıiv+B^nov)]

1=1 1=1

v,[x=o
X[j|,yv [R’’|j,ovgoo + 2^ (R'p,iv 4“ glo (B^fiiv + R*jxov)] .

1=1

Let (60, 6 1, .,., 0]î} be the dual of the basis {eo, eı, ..., et}. Since

(0V ® Ov) (X, Y) 0v (X). Oj, (Y) = x,y,,.

k k

k k
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we have (3.5).

If we calculate the Christoffel symbols Pijk for a (k^l)-ruled 
surface, we find

kk
r^oo

->=1
l 1V” + [xîl

rxr 00 + s azvUp 
P 8t

gg
3u V

1

1

L y=ı

+ 2 
V P

1
+ 2g I 4-x Ujj. + o^vpıUjjı, I

\ p. V \ p !
^g

0UX )]
ro. vp — o, (1 < X, V, (X < k)

r«xo rooz ^g
8uz

= r''oX = -s—,
2g

2g avzj-

’vp = r?.

1

+ s p O^vp^p +
So, the Ricci curvature of the Ruled surface can be given in terms 

of the functions «ij and metric coefficients of the surface.
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